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Hortium has delivered:
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Modern Workplace ERP / CRM Cloud Services

In a climate where digital
transformations are failing, adoption of
new technology is slow and the cost of
downtime is unclear - Hortium
provides an alternative solution. 

We shine a light on wasted money
from downtime, slow service and idle
contracts in ERP, cloud services and
the modern workplace. 

We simplify the complexity in the
technology supply chain, allowing
companies to increase productivity,
deliver better experiences and waste
less budget by reducing the amount of
staff sent out on investigations.

We’ve helped global FTSE and Fortune
brands and household names to
insure their IT investments with our
proven system that is secure, scalable,
SaaS, AI and automated.

78% saving on first
time truck rolls

It's time to find out what's  slowing
your technology productivity...
Hortium does just that.

Most companies have a linear
snapshot of application service.

We know that every aspect of service
needs to be measured and tested
continuously to understand service
context and performance.

Companies should know what service
they're getting vs what they're buying,
be able to consistently evaluate
investment vs productivity and be able
to hold the right people accountable
when service underperforms.

Eliminate wasted spend from slow service, downtime and idle contracts 



 Alert you to poor performance,
service and downtime 
 Simulate what a user does, only
over thousands of scenarios at
once to proactively find
problems fast
 Adapt to any changes made
across the entire service
environment in real time,
applying new testing logic

Hortium gives you constant, up-to-
date, service testing for any
application or service 

It is a secure, automated, scalable
platform that works across multiple
environments and geographies.

Our software beacons:
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2.
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How does it work? 
Hortium Beacons

700+ managed sites 350+ customers23,000 active users
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Millions of
dollars of tech,
digital process

and people.
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Change. Downtime.
Interference.

Wasted licences.
Poor delivery time.
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Who is Hortium?

Hortium is an award-winning company that protects IT service productivity by 
showing companies service underperformance, spend vs value metrics and 
assigning accountability to the correct people.

We use innovation to allow organisations to take back control of their investments in 
technology and services.

“We are engineers, problem solvers and IT experts who see the amount of time, 
money and resources being allocated to inefficient IT. We hate wastage, especially 
when it’s so unnecessary.” -Amar Nandha, Founder and CEO


